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SAGA
Functional, sustainable, and deeply influenced by the rich history of Scandinavian culture, Saga proudly depicts 
its namesake. Constructed out of natural cork bark, Saga thrives in the modern workspace with tackable 
characteristics and acoustical properties. The interlocking wall tiles are offered in seven shapes to create various 
patterns and provide functional wall art. The natural material of the wall tiles is lightweight, fire-resistant, and 
requires no maintenance. Saga has an NRC .25 (ASTM C423-17) acoustic rating.
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ACOUSTICAL TILE ITEM # DESCRIPTION W H D PRICE

17-496-9220 round cork tiles - set of 10 4.7" 10.5" 1.4" $209

17-496-9225 hexagon cork tiles - set of 10 4.7" 11" 1.4" $209

17-496-9230 diamond cork tiles - set of 10 4.7" 12.3" 1.4" $209

17-496-9235 drop cork tile - set of 10 4.7" 12.5" 1.4" $209

17-496-9240 feather cork tiles - set of 10 4.7" 12.5" 1.4" $209
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Scandinavian Spaces reserves the right to amend any pricing/information.

HOW TO ORDER PLANNER

example: PRODUCT Saga – acoustical tile

ITEM # 17-496-9235

DESCRIPTION drop cork tile - set of 10

LAYOUT Saga Planner design layout required w/ order

CONFIGURATIONS

example 1: example 2: example 3:

hexagon + diamond tiles drop + round tiles

Design and create your own layout with the 
Saga Planner. 
scandinavianspaces.com/products/saga

NOTES

Installation – refer to the Installation Guide. 

Saga tiles are comprised of three different shade 
variations of natural cork per order.  Due to the nature 
of the product, slight variations in sizing may occur. 

Final quantities are dependent on overall design 
dimensions.

ACOUSTICAL TILE ITEM # DESCRIPTION W H D PRICE

17-496-9245 traditional cork tiles - set of 10 4.7" 12.5" 1.4" $209

17-496-9250 straight cork tiles - set of 10 4.7" 8.3" 1.4" $209

traditional tiles

scandinavianspaces.com/products/saga
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/585428f2f7e0ab927227cc96/t/61d8a282e3da2b0bf60640f5/1641587331201/Saga_InstallationGuide_2022.pdf

